
Mosaic Stained Glass Appliqué 
 

We all love stained glass – it is rich, regal, and elegant.  For those of us who use fabric as our 
art medium, we have searched and experimented to produce the same look and effect in our 
artwork.  How to get the lovely effects with much less time and effort?  Peg has not been alone 
in that quest and recently several fabric artists have pioneered a very easy technique with 
marvelous results! 
 
Yes!  Let’s skip all the fuss and bother!  We can simply applique the lovely “glass” directly to 
the leading fabric and it’s fabulous, fun, and fast!  No bias, no turning, no worries!  To achieve 
the look of stained glass or mosaic work, we will be using the basic raw-edge, fusible machine 
applique technique.  Fabric color and motif placement are the secrets to making your work fool 
the eye and look like a million bucks.  This is machine applique at its simplest, easiest and 
most beautiful!  If you ever never tried machine applique, this is the class for you!  If you want 
to produce gorgeous work, this is the class for you!   
 
WORKSHOP PATTERN OPTIONS: 
While this is a more of a process class than a project class, we cannot learn the process 
without making a project.  You will have three pattern options: 
 

1. Peg will provide a three small Christmas ornaments patterns for you to experiment with 
and the Santa mosaic.  Peg will also bring a pumpkin pattern that is fun and the angel 
patterns from Spectral Designs. 

2. There are many designers of stained glass or mosaic patterns designed for fabric.   

o You can see a bunch at the Queen of Stained Glass, Diane Kuck’s website, 
including Peg’s sample of Wall Flowers: 

 www.detailsbydiane.com/wp/  

o Fran Kordek publishes a line called Subtle Endeavors.  Her email is: 
kordekfran@gmail.com 

o Cathy Robiscoe published a line of patterns called Spectral Designs in the 
1990s.  There is no current contact info for her but her patterns are still around 
on ebay.  Peg’s sample of the tulip vase was made with the Spectral Designs 
pattern Spring’s Promise; talk to Peg for more information. 

o Pacific Rim Quilt Company has many patterns that can be used: 

 www.prqc.com 

3. Bring any stained glass pattern – even those designed for work with glass - and we will 
learn how to adapt it to use this simple technique 

 
The Christmas Ornament is a small pattern, which will give you a taste of the process required 
without a large investment of time or materials.  It will give you a sweet project that makes a 
nice gift.   
 
Any larger pattern will produce stunning, striking projects sure to impress.  So, please decide 
which pattern option suits your needs and desires best!  Regardless of your choice, this will be 
a wonderful, fun class! 



Equipment and Supplies: 
 

Equipment Requirements (all pattern options): 
 Zigzag sewing machine and all equipment necessary 

 sewing machine needle, size #65/9 or #70/10 

 fine machine thread, size #50 or  #60, to match applique fabrics 

 nylon thread, clear and/or smoke, to match applique fabrics 

 very sharp, small scissors capable of cutting very finely and precisely 

 small rotary cutter and mat 

 masking tape 

 pencil with eraser 

 Ultra-fine point Sharpie 

 straight pins (fine, silk ones if you have them) 

 blunt tweezers (NOT MANDATORY, but may be helpful) 

 sewing machine walking foot (NOT MANDATORY, but may be helpful)  

 sewing machine open-toe embroidery foot (NOT MANDATORY, but may be helpful)  

 seam sealant, such as Fray Check™ (NOT MANDATORY, but may be helpful)  

 
Supplies Requirements (all pattern options): 

 Paper-backed fusible web adhesive material for the applique process; select either 
or both: 

o Steam-A-Seam 2 regular or new lite – this is a very good option as the quality 
is very consistent so you can always rely on it.  It comes in packages of five 
sheets and by the yard (not easy find it by the yard)   

o Heat n’ Bond Lite – make sure you buy LITE!!!!!; this is available in 5 yd 
packages so if you are doing a big project, this size option is helpful.  Rumor 
has it that Heat n’ Bond is making a super-soft version.  If you see it, let me 
know. 

NOTE: for this technique, you may wish to avoid WonderUnder; if the adhesive 
separates from the paper, it is too difficult to work with. 

 Dressmaker Tracing paper.  For this technique, Peg’s favorite brand is Clover 
Chacopy because it washes out the best.  We will be marking on the right side of the 
fabric so we want the marks to wash out.  Clover Chacopy is available from Nancy’s 
Notions and Amazon.  Transdoodle does not heat set and is another good option.  
Some brands, such as Saral, Dritz & Singer (all from Joanns), claim to wash out and 
don’t as well as Clover. 

 Dressmaker’s tracing wheel; cheap is fine. 
 

Supplies Requirements for adapting a standard stained glass pattern: 
 Two very sharp pencils 

 A rubber band 

 Fine or medium point Sharpie 



Fabric Requirements 
 
Christmas Ornament Pattern Option 

For Each Christmas Ornament: 
 Foundation or “Leading” fabric: 12" square of solid black or dark gray 

fabric  
 Glass fabric: 12" square of "glass" fabric; lames and silks are beautiful; 

one to four different colors** 
 

Santa Pattern Option 
 Foundation or “Leading” fabric: 14" x 20” rectangle of solid black or dark 

gray fabric  
 Glass fabric: sky, tree, trunk, snow, Santa: fur, face, stars, red suit 

 
The Angel Pattern Option 

 Foundation or “Leading” fabric: ⅝ yd. rectangle of solid black or dark 
gray fabric  

 Glass fabric:  
 ⅓ yd background 
 ⅛ yd arches & rectangle frame 
 Scraps for star, wings, gown, collar & inside sleeve, streamers, 

underside of streamers, hair, face & hand 
 ½ yd for border 

 
The Pumpkin Option 

 Foundation or “Leading” fabric: ⅓ yd. rectangle of solid black or dark 
gray fabric  

 Glass fabric:  
 ⅛ yd background 
 ⅛ yd grass or ground 
 ⅛ yd pumpkin 
 Scraps for stem, face, leaves  
 ½ yd for border 

 
All Other Patterns 

 Foundation or “Leading” fabric:  Have a piece of leading fabric ready that 
is bigger than the finished project by approximately 2”-3” all the way 
around 

 Glass fabric:  Use the pattern guidelines to select the amount and colors 
necessary for the glass 

 



 
FABRIC SELECTION NOTES: 
 A solid black or very dark gray fabric is the best choice for the foundation or 

“leading” fabric.  You want the finished project to resemble or imitate stained 
glass.  

 
 As for the glass pieces, solid colors are the traditional choices but certainly 

not the only choices.  Tone-on-tones, hand-dyed, watercolors and mottled 
fabrics can be beautiful.  Fabrics with texture or shine are also wonderful.  
Keep in mind that these pieces should resemble glassworks, not calicoed 
quilts and then let your imagination run free!  Rules are meant to be broken!! 

 
 If you wish to use lamés or silks or satins for the “glass” pieces, purchase 

woven or knitted iron-on interfacing in the same amount to add stability to 
those fabrics. 

 
 


